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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an indicator that measures memory as a stock. Memory affects economic
decisions thus the memory indicator is useful to help in applied work, it was built according to
the state of the art in Psychology and Neuroeconomics and it is presented as a time series; it is a
recursive one and it is represented by an accumulated measure of the volatility. Many theories of
risk have used volatility indicators to represent risk in the applied work. Risk valuation is
associated to volatility and it is very sensitive to periods in which it is measured; it is very
sensitive too to the type of data associated to volatility. In this paper we found that the memory
affects risk valuations and the link between them is a special kind of volatility i.e. accumulated
volatility with an endogenous initialization period and compatible with many Psychological
hypotheses. The developed indicator is compatible with the econometrics of stationary series,
integrated series and fractional integrated series. These contributions help to improve the study
of hysteresis in applied economics, to develop more consistent links between memory and risk in
Neuroeconomics and, to obtain more confident time series models in econometrics using the new
indicator.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we present an indicator that measures memory as a stock. Memory affects economic
decisions thus the memory indicator was built according to the state of the art in Psychology and
Neuroeconomics and it is presented as a time series; it is a recursive one and it is represented by
an accumulated measure of the volatility.
The paper is organized as follow. In section 2 we discuss about the links between memory and
risk taking account the theoretical and empirical work in Psychology and Neuroeconomics and
its relation with economic decisions. In section 3 we discuss about the relationship between risk
and volatility in economics; in applied work these different concepts are taken as synonymous
and we disagree with that approach introducing memory as factor behind risk aversion and
volatility. In section 4 we develop a memory indicator taking the form of a recursive variance
and we show its properties and we introduce Montecarlo simulations for a variety of time series
with the new memory indicator. In section 5 we take the Bolivian inflation rate to explain its
historical evolution using different memory indicators with a variable starting period reflecting
that indicator is useful in the study of credibility. Finally section 6 is dedicated to show some
conclusions.

2. Psychology and Neuroeconomics of links between Risk and
Memory
Risk either as concept, construct, paradigm, theory or macro theory is a term of multidisciplinary
character with growing and recurrent presence in diverse sciences 1. In this paper we will treat the
risk in an enclosed way, starting from the revision of the contributions in three sciences
1

In Anthropology risk was topic of interest for Mary Douglas, Wildavsky, Dake, Marris among others. The
investigations in this field begun around 1980 being central concept for the elaboration of the call cultural theory of
the risks the same one that emphasizes the function of the social and cultural context in which people live like
decisive of the learning of behaviors, beliefs, values and social representations, in this sense the risk is conceived
like a "social construction" whose estimate, valuation and behaviors present culture variations to culture. In
Sociology risk is a category applied to the social analysis to understand the contemporary societies, in this task they
highlight the contributions of Luhmann, Giddens, Beck, Castel, Bourdieu, Rosanvallon, as well as Alaszewski,
Budgen, Ekberg, Green, Zinn who stand out in the creation of a subdiscipline, the sociology of the risk. In general
lines the social theories of the risk are sustained in the idea of the "impermanence and historicity of the phenomena".
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Economy, Psychology, and Neuroeconomics in order to arrive to a definition of Risk concept
and then to relate it with Memory.
In Economy it has been considered the risk and the uncertainty regarding the future, as
substantial elements that affect the relative decisions to economic ends 2. In this fact resides the
importance of the study of the Risk. This concern has been captured in the formulation of
theories and explanatory models in which different variables are articulated, in this context they
stand out two focuses, the first one that is debated in the suppositions of the rationality taking as
focal point "the individual thing" and the second, the institutionalism proposal that emphasizes
the normative marks in which the activity and the economic facts take place.
With the word "risk" we refer to those decisions those that it is admitted the possibility of
estimate the consequences or alternative results of an action, that is to say its relative
probabilities. Although it is not possible to determine the result a priori on the other hand it is
spoken of uncertainty when it is not possible to determine with accuracy the results of the actions
by no means assigning them a probability (Castro, et al., 2005, p. 238). In spite of this
distinction, the economic theory outlines that the relative decisions to economic ends are always
uncertain, because the agents have a "imperfect knowledge" about the future (Martínez Franzoni,
2008, p. 24). In this logic the queries are guided about the factors that influence in the economic
behavior, they are considered very varied aspects, such as radical doubt, hope, fear, emotions,
expectations, and opinions regarding the future to interpret market behaviors, investment,
employment, consumption, saving, liquidity among many others3.
With this thematic one interface has been created with the Psychology, first discipline inside the
human sciences that it approached the "phenomenon of the risk" relating it with its perception,

2

Risk was a central topic in the work of many authors like Adam Smith, Schumpeter, Keynes, Von Neumann,
Morgenstern, Allais, Arrow, Pratt, Sen, Stiglitz among others. See (Mas-Colell & Whinston, 1995).
3

For example Keynes (1936) distinguishes among objective and subjective factors. The objective factors are: a
change in the wage unit; a change in the difference between income and net income; accidental changes in capital
goods value not considered when calculating the net income; changes in the discount rate; changes in fiscal policy;
changes in the expectations about the relationship between the present level and the future of the income. The
subjective factors or reasons are: caution (to form a reserve for contingencies); forecast (to anticipate income and
consumption); calculation; Improvement (to enjoy a growing consumption); independence (sensation of being able
to still make things without intention of specific action); enterprise (to invest in speculative projects or business);
pride (to bequeath a fortune); avarice (Keynes, 1936, pp. 87-106).
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the theories formulated in this respect they bolstered this investigation line starting from the
decade of the years 1960, the discussion between the objectivity and subjectivity of the risk 4,
centered in good measure the debates 5. In this environment it's remarkable the contributions of
two currents: cognitive that highlights the importance of the processes of attention, sensation,
perception, memory, thought, reasoning, language, beliefs, heuristic patterns and, the
sociocultural one that emphasizes the influence of the social and symbolic environment in the
construction of inferences about the risk.
In the cognitive psychology memory highlights as central thematic, for example Mayer (1981)
defines its study environment as "scientific Analysis of the mental processes and human memory
structures with the purpose of understanding the human behavior", understanding in this case as
synonymous memory and knowledge. Memory becomes one of the more studied topics; it is
topical of interest that at the present time counts with enormous investigative production, which
responds to the following questions in general terms: How the human memory works? Are there
different types of memory? (Cartwright, 2001).
In this work we define memory as persistence of the information through the time 6. Using a
computational metaphor7 we can describe information process in three stages in the human
memory system; to translate the data in such a way that allow that the data enter in the system, to
store or to retain the information through the time and to recover and, to locate and to give the

4

The Dictionary of Pedagogy and Psychology (Ed. Cultural, Madrid, 2006; 293) defines the word risk like "possible
incident, linked or concomitant to a situation or activity can be objective if it depends on the probability that an
event takes place or subjective if it is considered correct or incorrect the possibility that it happens". It is
distinguished among objective risk when it is considered characteristic of the task that is carried out and subjective
to that people feel, has to do with their fears, individual or collective insecurities (Martínez Tavisco, 2009, p. 3).
5

Lisón, C. 2007:319 apud (Chacón, 2011).

6

In this definition we considered as basic the distinctions written by Von Foerster (1969) among storage, recovery
(storage, retrieval), recognition and memory (recognition and recall); and prevents about a confusion between the
vehicle of a potential information with the information itself, or the results of certain operations and the operations
themselves. The human processor makes through neuronal mechanisms - material biophysical structures, bioelectric,
biochemistry - to fulfill functions as those of extracting information, to retain the same one, to identify experiences
and to classify them inside other previous ones, to make symbolic representations of those experiences (Calle, 1977,
pp. 95-132).
7

“A model that allows to design hypothesis and precise suppositions about processes that are not obvious for the
direct experience” (Carretero, 2001, p. 127).
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information when it is needed 8.

It implies a series of processes that they impact in the

construction and reconstruction of this information (Canda Moreno, 2006). In this logical José
Alameda9 notices that we only have memory of the information that is assisted and selected
according to variables as their relevance, bigger

categorical adaptation , motivation and

emotional content, being the attention related with processes of control of stimuli to guide and to
control the behavior.
The relationship risk - memory, becomes evident when considering that the way in which is
coded, organize, store and recover the information it will determine the behavior of people, the
organism ask help to the memory to interpret information diffused in the time in such a way that
the sense of certain sensorial entrance, it can depend on events happened little time before.
(Cortes, c 2000, p. 20). It makes reference to the sequence of behaviors in the different stages
that it supposes the course of events from the risk to disaster 10, describes a diversity of such
reactions as: elution, concern, "psychological barrier", negation, incredulity, anxiety,
vulnerability feelings and less defense sensation, passivity among others, often due to the potent
effect associated with the trauma of events that they implied damage, lost, damages to the wellbeing and survival, in many cases these feelings still continue when their consequences have
already been suffered, it is also observed that the ideas and beliefs regarding the potentiality of
suffering "damage of the future '' they can stay so much in the memory in exposed people and
even in non-exposed people to similar situations.
The investigations in the field of the Neuroeconomics - a discipline that originates in the events
that followed to the revolution from the neoclassical economy in the 1930's and to the birth of
cognitive neurosciences in the 1990's whose object is to determine how the human being makes
8

The means that the organism has developed to retain the information are known by the name of memory. In the
case of the human beings exists evidence of several memory mechanisms, in this way we have sensorial memory or
buffer that work while the perceptual analyzer acts, short term memory that allows to maintain alive images its
interpretation according to the temporary context in which they take place and the long term memory that implies a
mechanism of permanent storage (Mercado, 1978, pp. 67-75)
9

See (Alameda, 2000).
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The stages are: WARNING before the impact, THREAT, later on in the time in the measure that the risk is
developed and it shows direct indications of the disaster in which can become, IMPACT, moment of occurrence of
the event, INVENTORY, recount immediately after the impact, RESCUE, rescue and saving works and,
RECOVERY later stage to the event, prolonged in the time where the reconstruction of the lost environment is
attempted. (Cortes, c 2000, p. 19)
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decisions keeping in mind the operation and neuronal brain activity - show that exist
differentiated areas that drive the acceptance or search and aversion or elution of risks. These are
the nucleus accumbens for the pleasant emotions and anterior insula, nucleus parabranquial,
striatum, amygdala, thalamus, gray periacueductus associated to relative negative emotions to the
loss, damage, threatens11.
The damages of the cerebral amygdala are related with lack of wisdom to take risk money in
bets; the lack of good operation of the cerebral amygdala takes to not assisting signs of risk,
while the excess in the work of this makes the individual to exaggerate the risks. When the
stimuli are perceived as "familiar”, the amygdala remains in calm, that which facilitates the
learning and the memorization - associated to the hippocampus - of new information, but when
the stimuli are ignored or threatening, the level of anxiety of the brain rises, centering the
attention in the immediate situation, this generates a defensive behavior for the current moment
(Taylor, 2009, p. 37). The experiences of McGauch (1966) and Landfield (1973) have checked
the role of the hippocampus specifically in the memory in the storage and recovery of
information linked to activation systems (arousal) relative to the medial septum, the reticular
formation and the jagged region CA4 CA3. Douglas (1967) points out that the hippocampus is
related with the memory of short duration, the area behind of the convolution of the
hippocampus participates in the formation of images, exercising inhibitory control in such a way
that the code of each current situation depends on the perceptual factors and of the analogy with
previous memoirs (Calle, 1977, pp. 122-123).

3. Volatility and risk in Economics

In the economic models the subjectivity is expressed with terms like "attitude to the risk" or "risk
tolerance", empirically it designates the elections of a person reflected parametrically, in turn
they suggest that the behavior is motivated for example by a stable construct as the personality.
However, one of the observed inconveniences is that the same person can manifest differences in
11

See (Yacubian et al.2006), (Dayan & Seymour, 2009, pp. 180-183).
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taking risks when the situations are changed: finances, health, security, career, ethics, recreation,
work, social decisions. Consequently or other labels are used to designate these variations, or it
becomes necessary to find a form of measuring the attitude to the risk so that it shows the
stability through different domains (Weber & Johnson, 2009, p. 133). The economists Kenneth
Arrow and James Pratt derived a risk aversion measure independent of utility function; they
connected risk aversion with risk premium. They defined two indexes that specified how the
risks that a person takes can change as weights of increments. This measure of risk aversion is
called Arrow – Pratt coefficient (absolute and relative) (Varian, 1992, pp. 208-230) and (Weber
& Johnson, 2009, p. 133).

R( w) 

u" ( w)
u ' ( w)

Where R is the Absolute Risk Aversion coefficient, u is the utility function and w is the value of
a risky income. The risk aversion supposition implies that U E (w)  EU (w) . So, the relative
cost for risk, according to the Arrow-Pratt condition, is:
CRt 

1 V ( w)

2 E ( w) 2

Where ρ is the relative coefficient of risk aversion (R/w), V(w) the variance of a risky income
and E(w) the expected value of w.
In the previous section we established that many factors (neurological and psychological) are
behind the current value of ρ including memory. Traditionally in the applied work ρ is taken as a
constant including the specific assumption that ρ is constant so in order to evaluate the risk
premium the main efforts are focused in the variance calculation and forecast. The literature of
financial econometrics is prolific, taking account of deterministic conditional variance methods
to stochastic variance ones ( (Weber & Johnson, 2009, p. 134).
As it was established that ρ depends of memory, the calculation of V and E are related with
memory too in different ways. In the specific case of V, memory affects the horizon of calculus
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of V and the value of V itself. Usually V comes from an ARCH/GARCH type model or
state/space model both without an exogenous variable linked to memory (Tsay, 2005).
The traditional econometric approach takes account stationary and no stationary series
understanding that long infinite memory refers to non-stationary data and short memory refers to
stationary data, fractional integrated series let work with short and long non-infinite memory.
The neuroeconomic lesson of this art is that the history of non-stationary data always affects the
current value so its memory is infinite; this is compatible with the psychological theory exposed
before. Nevertheless the econometric approach only let us to label the series as short run, infinite
run or large memory series without give us an amount of memory in every period of time. In
Appendix we show different Montecarlo simulated series for stationary (short and long memory)
series and for non-stationary series. We can reformulate the Risk Premium as follow:

CRt 

V ( wt , M t )
1
t ( M t )
2
E ( wt , M t ) 2

Where M is the current amount of memory. V may change with M or not depending of the time
properties of w. If w is a non-stationary time series then its memory is infinite and the amount of M
would determinate the current value of V. Traditional variance models may incorporate M as exogenous
argument in order to predict V.

4. Economic memory and an innovative time series indicator for
economic memory

"The memory is the capacity that has an alive organism - or a society - of conserving a print of
its experiences and of reacting in a situation in a such way that keeps relationship with that
warehouse of experiences, that which puts in relation to the memory with the information and the
knowledge" (Del Rey Morato, 2005, p. 239). As we can see in the previous section, memory has
been considered synonym of knowledge or at least an indispensable condition for this. From the
perspective of the Cognitive Psychology, it can be defined as a process that is part of the human
system of prosecution of information whose function implies the registration, storage and
recovery of data (Ellis, 1986). It can be conceived as a constructive process in which the
9

adaptative variation is the rule, this means that the information doesn't enter directly to the
conscience, neither it reproduces literally, but rather it follows different phases in which are
elaborated and they reconstruct integrative units, the information is contained in structures that
act as reference marks that determine the organization lines, relationship and operation of the
behavior (Mahoney, 1983).
The cognitive structures that make possible the memory spread to introduce prejudices and
distortions, since they are interconnected with judges, beliefs, emotions and interests of the
fellows, it shows the quality multimodal of the human memory, so much in the registration
moment or code of information like when upgrading the impressions (Soliz Macias, 2005).
These phenomena are supported by experimental studies in which it is explained that given a
situation stimulus, outlines are activated that include in their contained information and other
people's representations, denominated by some authors "intrusions" or "false alarms". Also the
interference phenomena and inhibition have been commented (Gutiérrez Calvo, 1988, pp. 81109).
The recovery12 or evocation, in general don't take place in a conscious way, this aspect has given
place to distinguish among information "available" that cannot recover in direct form having still
been coded and registered successfully and "accessible" the one that recovers voluntarily. The
recovery will depend on several such aspects as: the type of task, the level of the individual's
development, the prominence of outstanding indications (emotional or perceptual) the frequency
in the repetition of the event and the way how these data are organized, that is to say the order in
the registration phase will determine the easiness and recovery speed, as well as the possibility to
carry out different manipulations and classifications13.
A very important class of structures is those that represent the classification in the time. The
adults spread to build the events of their experience in a mark of temporal reference, in which the

12

"The recovery of information of the memory is a sampling instance with substitution, in this sampling class the
production of knowledge doesn't eliminate the information in the Long term Memory, the effect of this sampling
leads to the production of a copy of the required information leaving intact the originally registered copy" (Soliz
Macias, 2005).
13

See (Soliz Macias, 2005), (Case, 1984) and (Carretero, 2001).
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facts and life experiences of the past are linked and they anticipate the future events, this
explains the importance of what is generally denominated "experience". The accumulated
information is used to anticipate the events to come and to form expectations 14.
Consequently, what we denominate economic memory refers to the prints of relative experiences
to a specific economic phenomenon. Take as example the inflation rate. Long periods of inflation
or violent accelerations of the inflation constitute by the light of the previous paragraphs, stimuli
that are stored in the memory of long term that they affect the behavior of people every time that
"they extract" this information. In this way, the temporary outline in conjunction with the
memory of long term would prevent to consider the effect of a violent inflationary acceleration
and/or a long period with high inflation rates, as a phenomenon that has transitory effects in the
behavior of the economic agents. In inflationary contexts and post inflationary, the behavior of
people can be drawn by the light of the temporary outline and the memory of long term: escape
of the national money, indexation of contracts, speculation, high risk discount, etc. These
structures will serve as reference marks that they will impact in the taking of decisions,
expectations and future behaviors.
Now we present an indicator that measures the state of the economic memory in each moment of
the time, sensitive to the longitude of the memory, associated in turn to the credibility around the
formation of a new process generator of data for the economic variable studied. We will call to
this indicator MEMON. MEMON is useful to show how slow it is the speed with which gets lost
the memory of traumatic accelerations of a specific economic variable. Taking into account the
characteristics of the "economic memory" commented lines up and, the fact that the variability of
an or more variable it is a factor that affects the risk, the measure of appropriate volatility it
would be that that evaluates it in an accumulative way in the time and not in a moment of the
same one. Following Harvey and Shepard (Harvey & Shepard, 1993) the variances are also
random variable and therefore, they also possess temporary properties.
An accumulated measure of the variability reflects the variation average of a variable making use
of the whole memory that one has of this variable, since a prediction of short term (for example a
moving average) it would not reflect totally the risk involved in the same one.

14

On the other

See (Carretero, 2001) and (Del Rey Morato, 2005).
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hand, when an economic series diminishes (for example, the inflation rate when concluding a
hyperinflation), the risk that the agents assign to the variables correlated with the economic
variable doesn't diminish in the same proportion, reflecting a long memory as for the variability
of the economic variable studied. It intends like a measure of the volatility of an economic series
to its recursive variance defined as:
t

MEMONt 

(X

i t0

t

 t ) 2

t  t0  1

Where, t0 is the period of initialization of the agent's memory. A strong acceleration in an
economic variable (X) drives up its recursive average (µ), causing in turn that the whole variance
increases. However, when X returns to its initial levels, still when the recursive mean also returns
to its initial levels, the variance won't return to the same speed at this initial level reproducing the
phenomenon of asymmetry behind many economic series with hysteresis. So that the recursive
variance begins a reversion toward the existent level before the acceleration of X (for example a
hyperinflation), X for every period should always be smaller than its recursive mean in the next
periods.
MEMON measures the state of the economic memory in each moment of the time, it is sensitive
to the longitude of the memory, associated in turn to the credibility around the formation of a
new data generating process for any variable X. MEMON also reflects the accumulative effect in
the time of variations in X, asymmetric between periods of high levels of X and later periods of
low levels of X, and independent of the observed value of X in a moment of the time.
H is the period of initialization of the agent's memory. If in the period t=1 a credible change of
policy takes place (for example the Bolivian stabilization in August of 1985), the representative
agent will refer from now on her M perceptions. M will be calculated from the period t=1 and
will more representative of the given current risk for the new policy scene because the change
was credible.
The importance of memory is central when valuing risks. The starting period from which the risk
is valued determines different dynamics to the evolution of the valuation of macroeconomic risk.
The memory of macroeconomic risk, represented as inflationary memory, is bound still, to
12

macroeconomic shocks of a very remote past. The incorporation of the memory of the agents in
the valuation of the risk can make more relative the importance of another group of
psychological determinants of the currency substitution (for example) which are the preferences,
that is to say, to simply prefer the foreign currency for pleasure.
In the Appendix we draw stochastic stationary (short and long memory) and non-stationary time
series and their MEMON indicator in red lines. We can see that in the case of short memory
stationary data the memory remains constant among periods after a short period of initialization.
Even when the data varies around an atractor15 (say mean, median, etc.) the memory indicator
changes in a minimal way, the memory is short and the effect of shock doesn’t remain along the
time, this is the traditional definition of a short memory stationary data and MEMON reflects it
with the addition that it shows the amount of memory in every single period and it is a stochastic
variable too.
The most surprising result we can see for the case of long memory stationary data and for nonstationary data (infinite memory). In these cases MEMON moves in asymmetric way reflecting
all innovations stored as information for the future, when a shock ends MEMON doesn’t back to
its initial position or takes several periods to achieve that.

5. Memory and risk in the study of Bolivian inflation rate
In spite of the abundant material that exists on the topic, the concept of inflationary memory it
has been linked to several meanings of the same one, it has had a non-explicit formalization in
the economic modeling. On one hand the inflationary memory is linked with the persistence of
the inflation. In other words, when the economic foundations no longer supported big inflation
rates, the inflation rate continued being high. That phenomenon was known as inertial inflation
and it was linked to the memory of the economic agents that they continued incorporating in
their contracts, indexing formulas (indexation) similar to those used in inflationary periods.
Although this phenomenon (the inertial inflation and their persistence) has been research object,
15

Following (Granger, 1993).
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its link with the inflationary memory in time series has been weakly formalized incorporating
dynamic outlines mainly in the inflation equations. This dynamic structure generally
incorporated finite and decreasing lags of the inflation rate determining a very short memory that
must drain, in the worst of the cases, some months after of the stabilization program in absence
of new shocks.
Another linking of the inflationary memory has to do with the credibility. The design of many
stabilization programs looked for to erase the inflationary memory of the public in such a way
that is eliminated the previously mentioned inertia and the behavior "inflationary" still using
indexation mechanisms when the same ones were no longer necessary. The central argument,
appropriate with the previous one, it was that the most orthodox stabilization were more effective
in presence of an inflationary memory erased by the own stabilization program.
The associations of certain type of economic decisions with the inflationary memory have a
horizon of short and medium term, but the associations of certain hysteresis phenomena to the
inflationary memory were less frequent. During the high inflation experience in Latin America
many economic variables - particularly real variables as consumption, investment, exports,
unemployment and holding of real balances - showed negative rates of growth because the
macroeconomic chaos where the inflation played an important role. Once reached the
stabilization, the recovery of these variables was much slower that the reduction of the inflation
rate. Even when all the foundations of such variables were already in the previous levels to the
crisis, the same ones had not still recovered their initial levels. The inflationary memory has been
behind these phenomena, in such a way that in horizons of medium long term, this variable
continues affecting the economic agents' decisions.
In certain moment of the development of the art in this topic, it was associated this inflationary
memory to the persistence of the inflation that in definitive is a topic separated from what
implies the inflationary memory just as we are treating. The persistence of the inflation, that is to
say, the presence of inflation rates above what the foundations would determine, is partly a
consequence of the inflationary memory but it cannot be understood as the inflationary memory
by itself.

14

Indeed, many economic real variables, as consumption, investment, exports, employment and
holding of real balances, faced violent turndowns because the macroeconomic crisis where the
inflation played a central role. After the successful stabilizations, the recovery of these variables
was much slower that the reduction of the inflation rate. Even when all the foundations of such
variables were already in the previous levels to the crisis, the same ones had not still recovered
their initial levels. For it, we say that the inflationary memory has been behind these phenomena,
in such a way that in horizons of medium long term, this variable continues affecting the
economic agents' decisions.
Another field of interest is about expectations. An expectation is an informed prediction of future
facts (Sheffrin, 1985). The expectations have been central in the theoretical developments of the
last 50 years, beginning in the definitions and formalizations made in pioneer works of Allais
(1958), Cagan(1956), Friedman(1956) and Muth (1961) 16. From the psychological point of view,
the expectation is one of the four variables inside motivational theory; it allows predicting the
behavior of a person in any given situation.

In this theory, the expectation refers to the

subjective anticipations of the individuals about the result of their behavior; the individual
estimates the probability that a particular reinforcement happens if he/she behaves in certain way
in a certain situation (Kazdin, 2001). The expectations are based on the previous experience of
an individual and they spread to reflect the form in that a person feels regarding a topic, not for
force they are based on all the pertinent objective data neither in the real estimate, based on true
facts.
The formation of expectations is influenced by the perceptive selectivity. This process refers to
the election of information that comes from the facts; the selectivity is guided in turn by those
"personal constructions" or schematic patterns elaborated by the fellow. They serve as base to
organize the preliminary design of an individual, guiding its strategies of facing a given situation
(Shulman, 1988).
Kazdin (2001) has pointed out how the expectations in the field of the clinical investigation
influence in the behavior of the fellows, these effects were denominated "effects of nonintentional expectations", to emphasize that the researcher cannot make nothing to influence in

16

See (Sheffrin, 1985).
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the answers of the fellows. The expectations can lead to modify the posture, the voice tone, the
facial expressions, the form of giving the instructions, and to influence in the answers of the
participants in an experiment. If we make an extrapolation to the economic behavior, it is
justified the meaning of the economists in the sense that the expectations can still influence in the
economic variables when their foundations have not suffered movement. The effects of the
expectations received considerable attention by the middle of the 1960’s, in the context of the
investigation in social psychology, they were carried out works in human and in primates
identifying the characteristics of the fellows and how they behave, that is to say if they act in a
professional, competent, and relaxed way, and they were related with the magnitude of the
effects of the expectation (Rosenthal, 1966, 1976 mentioned by Kazdin, 2001).
The theoretical work of the economists around the expectations, although it has been intense
from the mentioned contributions, has concentrated their efforts in to construct models with
expectations, that is to say, in adopting certain mathematical and statistical suppositions to
introduce the expectations in the economic models. In that way, the economic hypotheses of
expectations don't tell us how the agents form their expectations, they show us simply
formulations that reflect a "as if they made it". Lucas's developments in 1976 and later tuned in a
remarkable way the form of incorporating the expectations in the economic models. It responded
to the epistemological tendencies of the time and it took into account many aspects referred to
the imperfect, asymmetric and expensive information that was treated in previous papers (Sheriff
& Chacón, 2007). Although these contributions are object of continuous revisions and
amplifications, it is clear that there are many aspects that have not been still incorporate in a
formal way, although intuitive. Such it is the case of the memory.
The shocks of credibility would only make unnecessary the use of last information for the
prediction of the inflation in presence of rational expectations. In absence of shocks of credibility
and supposing that the expectations are rational, the definition of the vector of information
available I in the period {t-1} is large, since it includes quantitative information and qualitative
information (context or states of the nature). So, different political contexts and different
economic policies would lead to different inflation forecasts. The consideration of the concept of
inflationary memory reflected by MEMON prevents to make indiscriminate use of dummy
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variables to catch an isolated event of economic policies and allow working in a more consistent
way according to the principles of Psychology and Neuroeconomics.
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Ilustration 1: Bolivian inflation rate (12 month) 1938 - 2012

The inflation rate in Bolivia is the history of recurrent high inflation periods most of them
showing hyperinflationary dynamics. As we can see in Chart 1, the inflation rate 17 series has
many characteristics uncomfortable in time series: long trends, cycles, non-linear trends,
conditional variance, and many outliers, it is not clear if it shows seasonality. We’ll use
MEMON to improve the knowledge of the Bolivian inflation rate.

17

Measured as P/(1+P) where P is the current inflation rate.
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Ilustration 2: Memory indicators for Bolivian inflation rate 1938 - 2012

We calculated MENOF for many assumptions about the initial period t0. In first place we took t0
as the first single period with existing data; this assumption implies an agent with infinite
memory. The chart looks like simulated charts for non-stationary data (in fact INFAND is nonstationary according unit root test). The memory stock (MEMON2) increases with acceleration
in inflation rate and trends to decay when the shocks end but, with new accelerations the memory
stock increases again. When Bolivia support a high inflation process in the middle of 1950’s a
stabilization program was adopted (called Eder Plan) in 1956 (December) and the inflation rate
fall quickly and the amount of memory was decaying slowly. The memory about this episode
was still present when a hyperinflation process begun at the beginning of the 1980’s explaining
why the people overreact to the first populist essays of stabilization. More yet, when the
definitive stabilization was finally successful between 1985 (August 29) and 1986 (January 15) 18
the memory stock (MEMON2) begun to decay slowly again and by the middle of 2013 the

18

The stabilization program called NPE (Nueva Política Económica in Spanish) was introduced in august 29, 1985
but the inflation rate had a new crisis on December ’85 and it was necessary a new adjust in January ’86.
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hyperinflationary process apparently was not forgotten and is far from its initial levels of 1983. It
can help to explain why many real Bolivian macro variables suffered hysteresis after the
stabilization process for a very long period. Many people preferring foreign money for
transactions and savings; speculative attitudes in price formation; very risk aversion to risk
investments. If we incorporated MEMON2 in formal models for these real macro variables
maybe the explanation power will be improved.
MEMON_56 was calculated assuming that Eder’s Plan was credible and erased the inflationary
memory of Bolivian people. So, the calculus of MEMON_56 took a new t0 in 1957. In that
hypothetical case we can see that the 1974’s acceleration (with rural massacre included) under
Banzer’s dictatorial period affected the memory indicator with a smooth turbulence but the
hyperinflationary period was not forgotten yet even in 2013. Under assumption that NPE
Program was full credible19 MEMON_86 shows that the hyperinflationary process was forgotten
around 2005. MEMON_86 helps to explain why the preference for domestic money is currently
dynamic but in the period 1995 – 2000 with similar monetary policy the preference for domestic
money was minimal. In focus groups we can detect that young agents20 don’t take account the
hyperinflationary process in their decisions and other whose were able to take decisions in 1985
are very sensitive yet and off course take account even now the hyperinflationary process.

6. Conclusions

In this paper a memory indicator was developed measuring memory as a stock. The indicator
(called here MEMON) was constructed taking account the new encounter points between
Psychology, Economics and Neuroeconomics. The memory indicator takes the form of a
recursive variance reflecting an asymmetrical component of volatility. Volatility is showing here
as encounter point between risk and memory: how the memory affects the measurement of
volatility affects in time the risk premium forecasting. We saw for the Bolivian case how
different is the memory stock when a credible program is adopted and it is feasible to find
different measures of risk according of the memory starting period of the economic agents.
19
20

Understanding as credible a memory erase after stabilization program meaning a new value of t0.
People with average age less than 35 years specially.
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Memory affects economic decisions thus the memory indicator is useful to help in applied work,
it is able to be incorporated as exogenous variable especially when non-stationary data or long
memory stationary data are present. A researcher can find t0 with an institutional approach,
qualitative methods or quantitative ones (randomly or with best fit criteria searching, etc.).
Models for variance can include MEMON as exogenous variable too and it can improve the
models because the memory indicator reproduces some non-linearities, trends and structural
changes.
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Appendix : Monte Carlo Simulations with economic memory indicator
Simulations with unit root series
Yt  Yt 1  ut . Number of simulations:2000. (Memory indicator is printed in red)
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Simulations with stationary series
Yt  Yt 1  ut ,   0.5 . Number of simulations:2000. (Memory indicator is printed in red)
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Simulations with long memory stationary series
Yt  Yt 1  ut ,0.5    0.99 . Number of simulations:2000. (Memory indicator is printed in red)
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